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ABSTRACT

In morphology, a distinction is commonly drawn between inflection and derivation. However, a precise definition of this distinction which reflects the way it manifests across languages remains elusive within linguistic theory, typically being based on subjective tests. In this study, we present 4 quantitative measures which use the statistics of a raw text corpus in a language to estimate to what extent a given morphological construction changes the form and distribution of lexemes. In particular, we measure both the average and the variance of this change across lexemes. Crucially, distributional information captures syntactic and semantic properties and can be operationalised by word embeddings.

Based on a sample of 26 languages, we find that we can reconstruct $89 \pm 1\%$ of the classification of constructions into inflection and derivation in UniMorph using our 4 measures, providing large-scale cross-linguistic evidence that the concepts of inflection and derivation are associated with measurable signatures in terms of form and distribution that behave consistently across a variety of languages.

We also use our measures to identify in a quantitative way whether categories of inflection which have been considered non-canonical in the linguistic literature, such as inherent inflection or transpositions, appear so in terms of properties of their form and...
distribution. We find that while combining multiple measures reduces the amount of overlap between inflectional and derivational constructions, there are still many constructions near the model’s decision boundary between the two categories. This indicates a gradient, rather than categorical, distinction.

1 INTRODUCTION

In the field of morphology, a distinction is commonly drawn between inflection and derivation. This distinction is intended to capture the notion that sometimes morphological processes form a “new” word (derivation), whereas other morphological processes merely create a “form” thereof (inflection) (Booij 2007). While the theoretical underpinnings and nature of this distinction are a subject of significant and ongoing debate, it is nevertheless employed throughout theoretical linguistics (Perlmutter 1988; Anderson 1982), computational and corpus linguistics (Hacken 1994; McCarthy et al. 2020; Wiemerslage et al. 2021), and even psycholinguistics (Laudanna et al. 1992; MacKay 1978; Cutler 1981).

To a large degree, dictionaries and grammars roughly agree on which morphological relationships are inflectional and which are derivational within a given language. There is even a degree of cross-linguistic consistency in the constructions which are typically/traditionally considered inflections – e.g., tense marking on verbs is considered to be inflectional across a wide range of languages (Haspelmath 2024; Bybee 1985, pp.21–22). This cross-linguistic consistency is highlighted by the development of resources such as UniMorph (Batsuren et al. 2022), a multilingual resource which annotates inflectional constructions across over a hundred languages using a unified feature scheme and, more recently, also includes derivational constructions from 30 languages. UniMorph data is extracted from the Wiktionary open online dictionary,\(^1\) which organises constructions into inflections and derivations based on typical descriptive

\(^{1}\)https://www.wiktionary.org/
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grammars for a given language, rather than any particular linguistic theory. The inflection–derivation distinction in UniMorph is therefore determined by what Haspelmath terms *traditional comparative concepts* (Hasepmath 2024), which are informed by the traditional structure of Western dictionaries and grammar books. The success of this initiative indicates a high degree of cross-linguistic overlap in what morphosyntactic features are considered inflectional.

Despite this relative consistency at the level of annotation, there is considerable disagreement among linguists about the fundamental properties that might underlie or explain these traditional categorisations – such as the degree of syntactic or semantic change, or the creation of new words. As an example, Plank (1994) covers no fewer than 28 tests for inflectional and derivational status. Upon applying them to just six English morphological constructions, Plank (1994) finds considerable contradictions between the results based on different criteria. Such difficulties in producing a cross-linguistically consistent definition have led many researchers to conclude that the inflection–derivation distinction is gradient rather than categorical (Bybee 1985; Spencer 2013; Copot et al. 2022; Dressler 1989; Štekauer 2015; Corbett 2010; Bauer 2004) or to take the even stronger position that the distinction carries no theoretical weight at all (Haspelmath 2024).

One major issue in evaluating these theoretical claims is the lack of large-scale, cross-linguistic evidence based on quantitative measures (rather than subjective tests). Work in theoretical linguistics has established that the intuitions underlying subjective tests can be problematic in certain cases (Hasepmath 2024; Plank 1994). Even so, it is possible that measures based on these subjective tests could indeed be used to classify the vast majority of morphological relationships across languages in a way that is consistent with traditional distinctions. If so, a large-scale empirical study could also provide evidence regarding the gradient versus categorical nature of the inflection–derivation distinction.

Several previous studies have shared our goal of operationalising linguistic intuitions about the inflection–derivation distinction and applying them on a large scale, but these studies have been limited in terms of both the sample size and diversity of the languages studied and the comprehensiveness and generality of the measures used. In particular, Bonami and Paperno (2018) and Copot et al. (2022) ex-
explored semantic and frequency-based measures of variability in French, aiming to test the claim that derivation tends to introduce more idiosyncratic (variable) changes than inflection. Meanwhile, Rosa and Žabokrtský (2019) looked at the magnitude of orthographic and semantic change between morphologically related forms in Czech, following the claim that derivation tends to introduce larger changes than inflection. All of these studies found differences on average between (traditionally defined) inflectional and derivational constructions but also considerable overlap. That is, results so far are consistent with the view that although quantitative measures do align to some extent with the two traditional categories, the distinction between inflection and derivation is at best gradient. Moreover, these studies provide little evidence that quantitative measures would be sufficient to determine the inflectional versus derivational status of a new construction with any accuracy. However, it is possible that the picture could change when a wider variety of languages is included, especially if we also consider a larger number of measures at once.

In this paper, we take inspiration from both linguistic theory and the studies above to develop a set of four quantitative measures of morphological constructions, which capture both the magnitude and the variability of the changes introduced by each construction. Crucially, our measures can be computed directly from a linguistic corpus, allowing us to consistently operationalise them across many languages and morphological constructions. That is, given a particular morphological construction (such as “the nominative plural in German”) and examples of word pairs that illustrate that construction (e.g., “Frau, Frauen”, “Kind, Kinder”), we compute four corpus-based measures – two based on orthographic form and two based on distributional characteristics – which quantify the idea that derivations produce larger and more variable changes to words compared to inflections (Spencer 2013; Plank 1994).

We then ask whether, for a given construction, knowing just these measures is sufficient to predict its inflectional versus derivational status in UniMorph. In other words, to what extent can purely quantitative information about wordforms and corpus distribution recapitulate the linguistic intuitions, subjective tests, and comparative concepts encapsulated in the UniMorph annotations? If, across a variety of languages, belonging to different grammatical traditions, language fami-
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lies, and morphological typologies, the UniMorph annotations can be predicted with high accuracy based on our four measures, this would provide evidence that traditional concepts of inflection and derivation do closely correspond to intuitions about the different types of changes inflection and derivation induce.

To explore this question, we train two different types of machine learning models (a logistic regression classifier and a multilayer perceptron). For each construction in our training set, the models are trained to predict whether the construction is inflectional or derivational, given just four input features: our measures of the magnitude and variability of the changes in wordform and distributional representations. Since we are interested in the cross-linguistic consistency of these predictors, the models are not given access to the input language or any of its typological features. In experiments on 26 languages (including five from non-Indo-European families) and 2,772 constructions, we find that both models are able to predict with high accuracy whether a held-out construction is listed as inflection or derivation in UniMorph (83% and 89%, respectively, for the two models, compared to a majority-class baseline of 57%). We additionally find that our distributional measures alone are more predictive than our formal ones, and our variability measures alone are more predictive than our magnitude ones; nevertheless, combining all four features yields the best results. Additionally, in Section 7, we investigate which inflectional categories are particularly likely or unlikely to be classified as inflection by our model, notably finding that inherent inflection is particularly likely to be classified as derivation by our model, in line with Booij (1996)’s characterisation of inherent inflection as non-canonical.

Together, these results provide large-scale cross-linguistic evidence that despite the apparent difficulty in designing subjective tests to definitively identify inflectional versus derivational relations, the comparative concepts of inflection and derivation are nevertheless associated with distinct and measurable formal and distributional signatures that behave relatively consistently across a variety of languages. Further analysis of our results does not, however, support the view of these concepts as clearly discrete categories. Although combining multiple measures reduces the amount of overlap in feature space between inflectional and derivational constructions, we still find a
gradient pattern, with many constructions near the model’s decision boundary between the two categories.

2 MOTIVATION FOR OUR MEASURES

In order to explore our question of interest, we need to operationalise some of the linguistic properties that have been argued to differentiate inflection from derivation. This section briefly reviews some of those properties and explains, at a high level, how they relate to corpus-based measures. We defer the detailed definitions of these measures to Section 3.

We take inspiration from the framing of Spencer (2013), who argues that morphological processes are characterised by changes to one or more of the four components of a wordform: 1. its form (the string of phonemes which make up its pronunciation), 2. its semantics, 3. its syntax (e.g., part of speech and argument structure), and 4. its “lexical index”, a number corresponding to the abstract “word” to which the wordform belongs. Within this framework, a traditional view of the inflection–derivation distinction would be that inflections are those morphological relations between entries that differ in a number of aspects but have the same lexical index; whereas derivation corresponds to regular transformations that produce words with a different lexical index. Spencer argues instead for a taxonomy of morphological processes that focuses not just on lexical index, but on changes to any of these four components. Within this taxonomy, canonical inflections tend to produce small changes to one or a few components, whereas canonical derivations make large changes to more components. Indeed, in Spencer’s view, some cases classically considered derivational, such as transpositions, do not change the lexical index. Furthermore, words may be related by an inflectional process, yet (through semantic drift) have distinct lexical indices (e.g., *kkahki*, a colour, and *khakis*, a type of pants). While this may seem counter-intuitive under traditional views of inflection and derivation, it is important to note that the concept of lexical index goes beyond the
inflection-derivation distinction, but rather aims also to capture empirical effects observed within psycholinguistics, such as priming effects in lexical decision tasks. While it has been argued that these effects align with the inflection-derivation distinction (Laudanna et al. 1992; Kirkici and Clahsen 2013), this represents an independent basis for notions of words being the “same” or “different”.

While Spencer de-emphasises the classical distinction between inflection and derivation, we treat his taxonomy of morphological processes as a continuous extension of the inflection and derivation distinction. Doing so naturally unifies many existing diagnostics. It both captures and generalises correlations like derivations causing larger changes in the semantics or changing part of speech, and also suggests less frequently discussed correlations, such as derivational relations typically involving larger changes to the form of a word. The notion of lexical index, while not directly observable, captures the notion of being the “same” or “different” word.

Importantly, it is (at least theoretically) possible to characterise a great deal of information about each of these aspects from text corpora alone. For languages with alphabetic writing systems, such as those we consider here, form is largely encoded in the orthography. Syntactic part of speech can be determined with high accuracy by the context in which words appear (He et al. 2018). Finally, the distributional semantic hypothesis (Harris 1954) holds that semantically similar words appear in similar types of contexts; this hypothesis is supported by the empirically impressive correlation of similarities in word embedding models like FastText (Bojanowski et al. 2017) with human semantic similarity judgements. However, these vectors also capture substantial amounts of information about a word’s syntactic category, as operationalised by its part of speech (Pimentel et al. 2020; Lin et al. 2015). Because of the distributional nature of meaning, it is in fact difficult to induce a space from pure language data where distance corresponds to syntactic similarity entirely independently from semantic similarity. While there is prior work on inducing such representational spaces (e.g., He et al. 2018; Ravfogel et al. 2020), due to our complex and highly multilingual setting, we instead choose to collapse the distinc-

2 This is suggested, though not explicitly, by criteria like Plank (1994)’s “derivational morphemes resemble free morphs.”
tion of syntactic and semantic change made by Spencer, focusing on what is captured by embeddings designed primarily for capturing semantics but which also capture syntactic information. In particular, we use FastText embeddings, described in more detail in Section 3.2.

In addition to considering the size of the changes made to these aspects of words by a construction, we also consider the variability of these changes. Words with different lexical indices are thought to have processes like semantic drift apply separately from each other (Spencer 2013; Copot et al. 2022; Bonami and Paperno 2018), which Copot et al. (2022) carefully links to variability in semantics. We also consider variability in the changes made to the form. This aspect has been under-explored in prior computational work. Following Plank’s (1994) claim that formal variability is greater for derivations than inflections, we would expect that allomorphy is greater for derivations than inflections, perhaps relating to the idiosyncrasies in the application of derivational allomorphs, as well as the semantic inconsistencies of derivation.

Another thread of research inspiring this particular factorisation comes from the field of natural language processing. There, the interplay between formal and distributional aspects within morphology has been widely investigated, both in derivational morphology (Cotterell and Schütze 2018; Deutsch et al. 2018; Hofmann et al. 2020), as well as in unsupervised morphological segmentation, which typically covers both inflection and derivation (Schone and Jurafsky 2000; Soricut and Och 2015; Narasimhan et al. 2015; Bergmanis and Goldwater 2017).

Because debates about inflectional and derivational status typically focus on constructions such as “the nominal plural in German” or “the addition of the –ion nominalisation morpheme to verbs in English,” this is the level at which we perform our analysis. Examples of constructions from our dataset are shown in Table 1. We define a construction here as a unique combination of a morpheme (given in a canonical form like –ion for derivation or as morpho-syntactic features for inflection), initial part-of-speech, constructed part-of-speech, and language. That is, we do not group morphemes across languages, nor do we group derivations with identical canonical forms which apply to or produce different parts of speech. This decision is motivated by examples like agentive –er vs. comparative –er in English, which differ
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Base</th>
<th>Constructed</th>
<th>Morph.</th>
<th>Start POS</th>
<th>End POS</th>
<th>Lang.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frau</td>
<td>Frauen</td>
<td>NOM;PL</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>DEU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auge</td>
<td>Augen</td>
<td>NOM;PL</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>DEU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lehrerin</td>
<td>Lehrerinnen</td>
<td>NOM;PL</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>DEU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kind</td>
<td>Kinder</td>
<td>NOM;PL</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>DEU</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

... ... ... ... ...

Table 1: Sample of an inflectional construction (upper table, German nominative plural) and derivational construction (lower table, English verbal nominalisation with –ion) in our data only in the parts of speech which they apply to and produce. While there is some asymmetry in the way this grouping is handled between inflection and derivation, we do not believe this substantially affects our results. For further discussion, see Section 8.1.

Choosing to analyse constructions, rather than individual pairs of words, also has the advantage that any unusual behaviour of individual pairs will tend to get smoothed out as we are looking at a large number of pairs for each construction (see Section 4 for details). While individual word pairs within a construction may have quite variable distributional properties, the general tendencies of that construction may paint a picture that is more clearly in line with notions of inflection and derivation.

Given that we are working at the level of constructions, the four quantities we wish to measure for each construction are:

- $M_{\text{Form}}$ and $V_{\text{Form}}$: the average magnitude of the change in form induced by a construction, and the variability of that change.

- $M_{\text{Embed}}$ and $V_{\text{Embed}}$: the average magnitude of the change in semantic/syntactic embedding space induced by a construction, and the variability of that change.

The following section describes how these measures are computed for each construction.
3 METHOD

In this section, we define $M_{\text{Form}}$, $V_{\text{Form}}$, $M_{\text{Embed}}$, and $V_{\text{Embed}}$ for constructions with $N$ pairs of words $(b_i, c_i)$, where $b_i$ is the base word, and $c_i$ the constructed word which results from applying the morphological construction.

3.1 Orthography-based measures

In this study, we use orthography as a proxy for phonological form, as discussed in Section 2. For each construction, we measure the magnitude of the change in form $M_{\text{Form}}$ using the Levenshtein edit distance (Levenshtein 1966): we simply compute the average distance between each pair of words in the construction (assuming all edits count equally). For a construction with $N$ word pairs $(b_i, c_i)$, this metric is given as follows:

\[
M_{\text{Form}} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \text{EDITDISTANCE}(b_i, c_i).
\]

To measure the variability of the change in form $V_{\text{Form}}$ (a measure of the construction’s degree of allomorphy), we start by constructing an edit template for each word pair, which describes the changes made to the base in a way that abstracts away from specific string positions. For example, the pair (tanzen, getanzt) yields the edit template ge_XXt, meaning “start by writing ge, copy from the base form, delete the last two characters, and append t.” Similarly, the edit template for the pair (Sohn, Söhne) produces the edit template _Xô_e. This example highlights two important design decisions for these edit templates. First, we abstract out any variation in length of the spans which are shared with the input. This is based on the assumption that these reflect variation in the base form itself rather than morphological allomorphy. In our dataset, which does not contain any languages with templatic morphology, this assumption works well; however, future studies wishing to extend to such languages should revisit this assumption. Secondly, because we operate over orthographic form rather than the true form phonetics/featural information, edits which are considered
“the same” in linguistic theory may sometimes be considered different and vice-versa. Here, a linguist might describe this plural allomorph as adding +FRONT to the vowel’s features, which would cover the templates _Xō_e, _Xā_e, and _Xū_e. However, addressing this issue is outside the scope of this study.

Having so defined a description of the change in form with a sensible equality metric (i.e., not reliant on the length of the base), it remains to measure how much this change varies within a given construction. We take the edit template for each word-pair in a construction and compute its edit distance with each of the other edit templates in the construction, reporting the frequency-weighted pairwise edit distance as our measure of variability. That is, if an edit template $T_i$ appears at a rate $F_{T_i}$, and there are $M$ edit templates for a construction, this metric is computed as

$$V_{\text{Form}} = \sum_{i=1}^{M} \sum_{j=1}^{M} F_{T_i} \cdot F_{T_j} \cdot \text{EDITDISTANCE}(T_i, T_j).$$

For example, suppose we have a morpheme with two edit templates: _as, used 80% of the time, and _os, used 20% of the time. Then this measure would be $0.8 \cdot 0.2 \cdot \text{EDITDISTANCE}(_{as}, _{os}) + 0.2 \cdot 0.8 \cdot \text{EDITDISTANCE}(_{os}, _{as}) = 0.32$. This measure goes beyond simply counting allomorphic variants by weighting them both in terms of how different they are from each other, and by how widely they are applied in the lexicon.

### Distributional-embedding-based measures

To approximate the semantic and syntactic properties of the words in our study, we use type-based (non-contextual) distributional word embeddings. Specifically, we use the FastText vectors for each language released by Bojanowski et al. (2017); these were trained on Common Crawl\(^4\) and Wikipedia data, which was automatically tagged by language to train language-specific embedding models (Grave et al.

\(^3\)https://fasttext.cc/docs/en/crawl-vectors.html

\(^4\)https://commoncrawl.org/
These FastText vectors are known to correlate well with human semantic similarity scores (Vulić et al. 2020; Bojanowski et al. 2017), and are more commonly used as models of semantics than syntax. However, there is evidence from the literature in unsupervised part-of-speech tagging (He et al. 2018; Lin et al. 2015) and probing (Pimentel et al. 2020; Babazhanova et al. 2021) that they also encode syntactic information.

One complicating aspect of our use of FastText vectors is that they include distributional information not only at the word, but the sub-word level. The nature of this information is itself purely distributional, relating not to the characters within those subwords, but rather the context in which the subwords appear. Nevertheless, it means that the distance between words in this distributional embedding space can be influenced by how similar they are in terms of form, when they share subwords. The primary goal of our study is identifying whether there are signals present in a raw text corpus which can reliably distinguish between inflection and derivation. As such, while the inclusion of FastText embeddings is motivated by their ability to represent semantic and syntactic similarity, that they include some formal information is not an issue to this primary question. It does somewhat complicate the question of assigning relative importance to formal vs distributional features, an issue we return to in Section 8.1.

---

5 Recent studies have shown that embeddings from newer large language models such as mBERT (Devlin et al. 2019) and XLM-R (Conneau et al. 2020) correlate even better than FastText embeddings with human judgements of semantic similarity (Bommasani et al. 2020; Vulić et al. 2020). However, these context-dependent token-level embeddings would require further processing to produce the type-level similarities needed for our study, and we know of no strategy to do so that is validated to work with the type of resources available for our data. For example, the methods explored by Bommasani et al. (2020); Vulić et al. (2020) are either shown to work well only for monolingual context models (which are not available for all of our languages), or only for English and multilingual models.

6 Indeed, our own supplementary results suggest that these vectors encode substantial syntactic information, and that the addition of gold-standard syntactic category information provides little benefit over our proposed model. For further information, please see Section 2 of the supplementary material at https://osf.io/uztgy/.
In principle, this issue of interpretability could be avoided by using alternative embeddings that do not include sub-word distributional information, such as Word2Vec (Mikolov et al. 2013) or GloVe (Pennington et al. 2014). However, FastText has several benefits over these alternatives that we feel outweigh this issue. First, FastText models produce more accurate semantic representations of rare words (Bojanowski et al. 2017), which is important since many morphological variants are rare. In addition, publicly available pre-trained FastText embeddings are available for a much wider range of languages than Word2Vec or GloVe embeddings. Using these pre-trained embeddings makes our study easier to replicate and less computationally intensive, since pre-trained Word2Vec and GloVe vectors are not available for all the languages we include. It also makes our work easier to extend to other languages when relevant morphological resources become available.

Even though FastText is capable of producing vectors for words not seen at training time, we find that including these words biases low-frequency constructions to have artificially large average distances in semantic space, so we exclude all word pairs where the constructed form does not explicitly appear in the vocabulary of the FastText model. This serves as an implicit cut-off for very low-frequency forms, without requiring explicit frequency information for all of our languages.

Given the FastText embeddings, we measure changes in syntax/semantics for a construction as distances in the embedding space between the word pairs in that construction. Specifically, for each (base form, constructed form) pair \((b_i, c_i)\), we find the Euclidean distance between their embeddings \((E(b_i), E(c_i))\) and we compute \(M_{\text{Embed}}\) as the average Euclidean distance across all \(N\) pairs in the construction:

\[
M_{\text{Embed}} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \|E(c_i) - E(b_i)\|.
\]  

While cosine distance is more frequently used than Euclidean distance for semantic similarity, this is typically because the vector norm is perceived as less relevant for semantic similarity, in part because it encodes some frequency information, at least for Word2Vec (Schakel and Wilson 2015). However, frequency information may be useful in
our case, since (as noted by Copot et al. (2022)) the frequency of a word is correlated with the frequency of other morphological variants of that word, and more so when these variants have similar semantics. Perhaps as a result, we find this metric works as well or better than cosine distance empirically.

To measure the variability of syntactic/semantic changes within a construction, for each word pair \((b_i, c_i)\) in the construction, we first compute the difference vector \(d_i\) between the embeddings, i.e., \(d_i = E(b_i) - E(c_i)\). For a construction with \(N\) pairs and \(K\) dimensional embeddings, this yields a \(K \times N\) matrix of differences \(D = [d_1 \ldots d_N]\). We then make the simplifying assumption that the covariance between the dimensions of \(D\) is zero, which allows us to estimate the variance of \(D\) (and thereby \(V_{\text{Embed}}\)) as the sum of the variances of the individual dimensions \(k\):

\[
V_{\text{Embed}} = \sum_{k=1}^{K} \text{Var}(D_{k,*}),
\]

where \(D_{k,*}\) is the \(k\)-th row of \(D\).

While assuming zero covariances is not necessarily realistic (we do observe covariances which are non-zero), accurately estimating the full covariance matrix and/or its determinant requires at least as many data points as the number of dimensions in the matrix (Hu et al. 2017). As the number of dimensions in the FastText embeddings is 300, fulfilling such a criterion would severely limit which constructions and even languages we would be able to study here. Further, as described in Sections 5 and 6, we observe a strong empirical correlation between our measure of semantic/syntactic variability and inflectional/derivational status in UniMorph, and find this feature highly useful in creating classifiers of inflection and derivation, suggesting that this simplifying assumption does not prevent the measure from capturing relevant aspects of variability in the embedding space.

4 DATA

To perform our analysis, we require a multilingual resource that labels pairs of words with the inflectional or derivational construc-
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tion that relates them. While there are many resources that provide such construction-level information for inflectional morphology (e.g., Hathout et al. 2014; Ljubešić et al. 2016; Beniamine et al. 2020; Oliver et al. 2022), most high-quality derivational morphology resources (e.g., Kyjánek et al. 2020) only indicate which pairs of words are related, but not what construction relates them. An exception is the recently released UniMorph 4.0 resource, which we use in our study because it includes annotation of inflectional constructions for 182 languages as well as annotation of derivational constructions for 30 of those languages.

The data and annotations in UniMorph 4.0 are semi-automatically extracted from Wiktionary, a collection of online community-built dictionaries available for multiple languages. Inflectional and derivational information are extracted as follows:

- To identify and label inflectional constructions covering most cases, tables with the HTML class property inflection-table are extracted; some additional manual parsing is used to extract relations which are not tabular in some languages (e.g., English noun plurals). These tables are categorised based on their structure, and one table from each category is hand-annotated with the UniMorph feature set for inflectional features. Inflectionally related pairs, and the construction to which they belong, are then obtained from the base word associated with the entry, the particular contents of a cell, and the inflectional feature set with which that cell was annotated (McCarthy et al. 2020).

- To identify and label derivational constructions, the set of candidate derivations to consider for each base form A is found by looking at the Derived terms section of A’s Wiktionary entry. The page for each derived term typically contains an etymology of the form A + -B, where -B is a derivational morpheme. In such cases, this information is added to UniMorph, together with the parts of speech of the base form and the derived term (Batsuren et al. 2022, 2021).

Due to the semi-automatic annotation in UniMorph 4.0, and the community-led construction of the source data in Wiktionary, there

\[ \text{https://en.wiktionary.org/} \]
could be some errors or even systematic issues with the data. In particular, low-frequency forms in the inflectional data are better represented than low-frequency forms in the derivational data, because inflectional forms are constructed using paradigm tables which include all inflections of a given wordform, whereas derivational forms are added on an individual basis. However, since we necessarily exclude low-frequency forms due to the nature of our measures, this concern is somewhat mitigated. We also check for possible frequency confounds in Section 5.1.8

Another potential systematic issue is that the annotation may fail to collapse derivational allomorphs into a single construction. We comment further on this possible issue in Section 8.1, while noting here that our priority is to include as many languages and constructions as possible so that our sample will represent a wider range of linguistic typologies – UniMorph 4.0 contains languages with a range of morphological typologies, uncommon inflectional features, and different ratios of inflections and derivations; as well as variation in other typological variables such as syllable structure, phoneme inventory, and syntactic variables, which could affect our measures of formal or distributional change.

4.1 Data selection and summary

Of the 30 languages for which UniMorph 4.0 provides both inflectional and derivational constructions, some are not suitable for our current purposes. We exclude Galician because at time of writing its
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UniMorph derivation data is not publicly available; Serbo-Croatian because the UniMorph data is in Latin script while the vast majority of Serbo-Croatian text used in the construction of the FastText vectors is written in Cyrillic; and Nynorsk because FastText does not distinguish between Nynorsk and Bokmål, and Bokmål is the large majority of written Norwegian.

As mentioned in Section 3.2, we exclude all word pairs where the constructed form does not explicitly appear in the vocabulary of the FastText model, due to low-quality estimates of semantic similarity for these vectors. We also exclude constructions which have fewer than 50 forms remaining after pre-processing, to ensure robust estimates of the quantities of interest. Finally, we exclude constructions where <1% of the transformed word forms are different from the base word forms, because UniMorph data is non-contextual and we would need context to distinguish the base and transformed forms. On the other hand, we ignore the problem of across-construction syncretism (where the transformed forms are identical but express different morpho-syntactic/semantic features) in the present work.

After performing the filtering steps above, we exclude Scottish Gaelic from our analysis, due to a lack of constructions that meet the inclusion criteria. This leaves us with 2,772 constructions from 26 languages: 1,587 (57.3%) of these are considered inflectional by UniMorph, and 1,185 (42.7%) are considered derivational. Table 2 contains descriptive statistics about the representation of languages, morphological typologies, and language families within our filtered dataset. Indo-European languages and, accordingly, languages with fusional typology are heavily represented in our data; however, we also have data from five languages which are not Indo-European, representing four major language families; and six languages with an agglutinative typology. We acknowledge that many language families with distinctive morphological typologies, such as the Niger-Congo languages, the Inuit-Yupik languages, and the Semitic languages, are not represented in the present study. Nevertheless, even results on a broad range of Indo-European languages plus a few others is a substantial advance in the typological coverage of existing work in the area.
Table 2: Descriptive statistics of our filtered dataset by language.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language family</th>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Morph. typology</th>
<th># inf.</th>
<th># der.</th>
<th>Tot. wordpairs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Indo-European (IE)</td>
<td>Armenian</td>
<td>Agglutinative</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>41,053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IE: Romance</td>
<td>Catalan</td>
<td>Fusional</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>52,329</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>French</td>
<td>Fusional</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>110,643</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Italian</td>
<td>Fusional</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>127,251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Latin</td>
<td>Fusional</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>52,175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Portuguese</td>
<td>Fusional</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>122,622</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IE: Germanic</td>
<td>Danish</td>
<td>Fusional</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>18,343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>German</td>
<td>Fusional</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>298,068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dutch</td>
<td>Fusional</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>36,077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>English</td>
<td>Fusional</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>119,543</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bokmål</td>
<td>Fusional</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>50,847</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Swedish</td>
<td>Fusional</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>76,226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IE: Slavic</td>
<td>Czech</td>
<td>Fusional</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>103,325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Polish</td>
<td>Fusional</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>164,837</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Russian</td>
<td>Fusional</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>292,479</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ukrainian</td>
<td>Fusional</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>17,680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IE: Baltic</td>
<td>Latvian</td>
<td>Fusional</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>64,571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IE: Celtic</td>
<td>Irish</td>
<td>Fusional</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>21,894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IE: Hellenic</td>
<td>Greek</td>
<td>Fusional</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>105,358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uralic</td>
<td>Finnish</td>
<td>Agglutinative</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>328,869</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hungarian</td>
<td>Agglutinative</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>272,760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mongolic</td>
<td>Mongolian</td>
<td>Agglutinative</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>15,840</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkic</td>
<td>Turkish</td>
<td>Agglutinative</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>75,873</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kazakh</td>
<td>Agglutinative</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>643</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1587</td>
<td>1185</td>
<td>2,948,671</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1: The empirical distributions of our four measures (quantifying the magnitude $M$ and variability $V$ of changes in Form and in Embedding space) for inflections and derivations in UniMorph

DISTRIBUTION OF THE INDIVIDUAL MEASURES

In this section, we compare the distributions of our individual measures of constructions labelled as inflections to those of constructions labelled as derivations in UniMorph.

The distributions of the four measures for inflectional and derivational constructions in our data are shown in Figure 1. For all measures considered, thanks to the large amount of data in the study there is a significant difference between the mean values for inflectional and derivational constructions ($p < 0.001$ under the Mann-Whitney $U$ test). However, we are more concerned with the direction and magnitude of those differences, which vary across the four measures.

First, looking at the form measures, we see relatively small effects of inflection-hood and derivation-hood: Cohen's $d$ for $M_{\text{Form}}$ is
0.15, while for $V_{\text{Form}}$ it is 0.32. Despite the small difference in $M_{\text{Form}}$ between inflection and derivation, the difference does go in the expected direction, with $M_{\text{Form}}$ higher on average for derivation than inflection. However, on average, $V_{\text{Form}}$ is lower for derivation than for inflection – the opposite of what is suggested by Plank (1994). This is discussed in Section 8.1.

In comparison to the form measures, the embedding-based semantics/syntax measures are more strongly correlated with the inflection–derivation distinction. For $M_{\text{Embed}}$, we observe a Cohen’s $d$ of 0.67, indicating a moderately large effect of inflection- or derivation- hood on this measure; while for $V_{\text{Embed}}$ we observe a Cohen’s $d$ of 1.09, indicating a large effect. In both cases, we observe larger values on average for derivations than inflections, which indicates that relative to inflections, derivations tend to change a word’s linguistic distribution by a larger amount, and that the direction of this change is more variable. Both of these results are consistent with standard linguistic claims about inflection and derivation.

Prior work on French and Czech has suggested that any single one of these measures will show substantial overlapping regions for inflection and derivation (Bonami and Paperno 2018; Rosa and Žabokrtský 2019). Our results confirm this on a larger number of constructions and languages for all of the measures we consider.

5.1 Effects of Frequency

A potential confounder for our measures on word embeddings is frequency, since the relative frequencies of two words tend to affect their distance in distributional embedding spaces, potentially dominating or complicating meaning-related similarities (Wartena 2013). In fact, Bonami and Paperno (2018) suggested that differences in frequency may obfuscate measures of semantic distance based on current distributional embedding methods (with low-frequency constructed forms producing larger distances to a given base form than high-frequency constructed forms). If our measures are correlated with frequency, and frequency is also correlated with inflection- or derivation- hood, then any correlation we find between our measures and the inflection–derivation distinction could simply be due to this discrepancy in fre-
Corpus measures discriminate inflection and derivation frequency rather than to the linguistic properties of interest. Accordingly, it is desirable to quantify these relationships with frequency.

Unfortunately, for some languages considered here, word frequency information is not readily available. As a result, we restrict ourselves to the 19 languages in our data which are available through the wordfreq Python package. We estimate the frequency of unattested word forms as 0. We find the mean frequency of constructed inflectional word forms is less than that of derivational word forms cross-linguistically, with Cohen's $d = 0.71$, indicating a moderately large effect. However, computing Pearson's $r$ statistic for the relationship between constructed form frequency and the four measures under consideration reveals that none of them have a significant linear association with frequency, despite the large number of word forms. While there is a sizeable relationship between some of these measures at the level of an individual distance measure (e.g., the distance between $E(\text{dog})$ and $E(\text{dogs})$), these correlations do not surface when averaged over constructions as we do in this study (e.g., the average distance between a noun and its plural form in English). As such, while our results do not contradict the concerns of Bonami and Paperno (2018), we find we are able to sidestep them in our present study by utilising a per-construction level of analysis: the effects we find here cannot be explained by frequency of constructed forms.

PREDICTING INFLECTION AND DERIVATION

In this section, we investigate how well the characterisation of inflection and derivation given by the UniMorph dataset can be captured by our measures. To do so, we use these measures as input features to simple classification models, which are trained to predict whether a given construction is listed as inflection or derivation in UniMorph,
based only on those features. We created a train-validation-test split, randomly selecting 10% of the constructions to reserve for validation and 20% of the constructions for test. We used the validation set for model selection and hyper-parameter tuning, and the test set was used exclusively for evaluation of the model accuracy. We use the best model trained on this split for the analyses in Section 7 and Section 8.2. Within the current section, we evaluate our classification methods using stratified 5-fold cross-validation, to ensure the robustness of our findings to dataset splits.

To understand the scenario in which these classifiers are operating, it is helpful to consider some simple baselines. First, we note that simply predicting the majority class across languages, inflection, achieves a cross-validation accuracy of 57%, as there are simply more inflectional constructions than derivational ones in the UniMorph data. However, languages have a highly variable ratio of inflection to derivation constructions in UniMorph; classifying all the morphemes in a given language with the majority class for the language instead achieves an accuracy of 69 ± 1%. In other words, a model could capture up to, but no more than, ≈ 70% of the variation in the UniMorph data purely by capturing which language a construction is in – without achieving any ability to distinguish between inflections and derivations within a language. Note, however, that our models must predict whether a construction is inflectional or derivational without access to the language that construction comes from, so even reaching an accuracy of 70% would indicate that the input features encode cross-linguistically informative distinctions.

We tested all possible combinations of features for each of our classification models, but we focus our discussion mainly on combinations corresponding to clear hypotheses about the factors that characterise inflection- and derivation-hood. First, we consider how much any single feature recovers the distinction from UniMorph. Secondly, we consider several combinations of two features: (A). just variability \((V_{\text{Form}}, V_{\text{Embed}})\): Perhaps it is the case that only variability matters, as investigated in the embedding case by Bonami and Paperno (2018). Or perhaps (B) just magnitude \((M_{\text{Form}}, M_{\text{Embed}})\): only the magnitude of the changes in the components of the lexical entry matters, and variability is in practice a weak correlate or essentially redundant with magnitude. Further, it could be the case that the two
measures of either (C) form \((M_{\text{Form}}, V_{\text{Form}})\) or (D) syntax/semantics \((M_{\text{Embed}}, V_{\text{Embed}})\) alone can recover as much information as all the metrics combined. Finally, of course, there is the hypothesis (E) that all four features are important – each contributing some amount of unique information for recovering the distinction from UniMorph.

We explored these features with two types of models: a simple logistic regression classifier, which captures only linear relationships, and a multi-layer perceptron (MLP), which can capture non-linear relationships between features. The logistic regression classifier encodes the assumption that inflection and derivation can be separated by a hyperplane in feature space. If the feature values cluster, without intermediate regions, this corresponds to a categorical characterisation of the distinction. If there are instead large regions with intermediate values, this corresponds to a gradient characterisation of the distinction.\(^{10}\) If the non-linear model is required to recover the distinction, then discontinuous areas in the feature space may fall in a certain category, which would not neatly correspond with linguistic intuitions.

First, we consider the logistic regression classifier. As described in Section 2, the expectation from linguistic theory is that greater values of any measure should be associated with that construction being derivational. Our analysis in Section 5 largely backs up this relation (with the relationship being inverted for form variability), though it is not clear to what degree this relationship is strictly linear.

Due to our highly-restricted selection of measures, we are able to create classifiers with all possible combinations of features. As shown in Figure 2, the logistic classifier results best support the just variability hypothesis (A), with no notable performance gains achieved by adding other features in a linear-modelling setting.

While our best logistic classification model can capture 26 points of variation more than predicting the majority class, it may be missing non-linear interactions between independent variables, or between an individual independent variable and the dependent variable. To account for such non-linear relationships, we fit a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) with a hidden layer size of 100, using the Adam optimiser (Kingma and Ba 2015) and training for 3000 steps. The number of lay-

\(^{10}\)This issue of whether the distinction is gradient or categorical with respect to our measures is discussed further in Section 8.4.
Figure 2: Cross-validation accuracy and standard error in reconstructing UniMorph’s inflection–derivation distinction by various supervised classifiers. Linguistically-motivated hypotheses referred to in the text are denoted with letters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Accuracy (☐ = Logistic, □ = MLP)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Majority class (Inflection)</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( M_{\text{Form}} ) - - -</td>
<td>0.58 ± 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( - M_{\text{Embed}} - - - )</td>
<td>0.66 ± 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( - - V_{\text{Form}} - )</td>
<td>0.68 ± 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( - - - V_{\text{Embed}} )</td>
<td>0.73 ± 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( (A) - - V_{\text{Form}} V_{\text{Embed}} )</td>
<td>0.83 ± 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( (B) M_{\text{Form}} M_{\text{Embed}} - - )</td>
<td>0.67 ± 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( (C) M_{\text{Form}} - V_{\text{Form}} - )</td>
<td>0.69 ± 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( (D) - M_{\text{Embed}} - V_{\text{Embed}} )</td>
<td>0.75 ± 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( M_{\text{Form}} - - V_{\text{Embed}} )</td>
<td>0.73 ± 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( - M_{\text{Embed}} V_{\text{Form}} - )</td>
<td>0.73 ± 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( M_{\text{Form}} M_{\text{Embed}} V_{\text{Form}} - )</td>
<td>0.73 ± 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( M_{\text{Form}} M_{\text{Embed}} - V_{\text{Embed}} )</td>
<td>0.76 ± 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( M_{\text{Form}} - V_{\text{Form}} V_{\text{Embed}} )</td>
<td>0.83 ± 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( - M_{\text{Embed}} V_{\text{Form}} V_{\text{Embed}} )</td>
<td>0.83 ± 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( (E) M_{\text{Form}} M_{\text{Embed}} V_{\text{Form}} V_{\text{Embed}} )</td>
<td>0.83 ± 0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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ers and layer size was chosen using validation set performance, while
the number of steps was chosen based on loss convergence on the
training set. We find similar patterns of performance for most combi-
nations of predictors. However, we see substantial improvements in
performance for combinations of features which include both magni-
tude and variability features; for example, \( (M_{\text{Form}}, V_{\text{Form}}) \) improving
from 69 ± 1% to 73 ± 1%. Perhaps as a result of this, we achieve a test-
set accuracy of 89 ± 1%, when using all four predictors – representing
a 6-point improvement over the best linear model, as well as a 4-point
improvement over the best combination of three measures using the
MLP \( (M_{\text{Embed}}, V_{\text{Embed}}, V_{\text{Form}}) \). This therefore suggests that while the
variability features are the most descriptive of UniMorph’s categori-
sation of inflection/derivation, all four features contain unique infor-
mation relevant to recreating this distinction (Hypothesis E).

CLASSIFICATION OF LINGUISTIC TYPES
OF INFLECTION

Given the controversy over what should be considered inflection and
derivation, a model that largely aligns with a typical operationalisa-
tion of the distinction (UniMorph 4.0) may also be of interest in the
ways in which it differs from that operationalisation. Accordingly, in
this section, we look at the trends in how our model classifies con-
structions which are labelled as inflection in UniMorph. We consider
several distinctions which we believe to be of linguistic interest, specif-
ically: what kind of meaning is expressed by an inflection; whether it
is transpositional (changes the part of speech); and whether it is context-
tual or inherent (as described by Booij (1996)). We ask whether these
distinctions affect how likely an inflectional construction is to be classi-
fied correctly under our best model (the MLP with all four measures).
We focus only on inflectional constructions because UniMorph has
cross-linguistically consistent featural annotations on inflections that
we can use for the analysis; no such cross-linguistically consistent an-
notation exists for derivation.
7.1 Categories of inflectional meaning

We first consider several categories of inflectional meanings: features for mood (e.g., indicative, subjunctive); tense (present, past...); number (singular, dual, plural...); voice (active, passive); comparison (comparative, absolute/relative superlative, equative); gender, and case. These categories of meaning are often used to structure accounts of inflection, such as UniMorph’s description of its feature set (Sylak-Glassman 2016) as well as theoretical accounts like Anderson (1985) and even Haspelmath (2024)’s retro-definition of inflection. It is, however, worth noting that not all sources agree on all of these categories as being inflectional. For example, Haspelmath rejects voice as inflectional, and comparison is often omitted from discussions of major cross-linguistic inflectional categories (as is the case in both Anderson 1985 and even Haspelmath 2024), and is considered inherent inflection (which is less canonical) by Booij (1996). One might reasonably expect constructions which are semantically marked for these controversial categories to be more likely to be classified as derivation by our model.

Note that linguists generally agree on which categories of meaning are semantically marked across languages (Greenberg 1966; Silverstein 1986; Croft 2002; Ackema and Neeleman 2019), and semantic markedness often corresponds to morphological marking. For example, past tense is generally considered more semantically marked than present, and in many languages the past tense requires an affix while the present tense does not. However, the UniMorph annotations include both the semantically marked and unmarked inflections (e.g., V;PAST;PL and V;PST;PL for Ukrainian verbs). Therefore, for the purposes of this analysis, we consider active voice, singular number, nominative case,\(^\text{11}\) and present tense unmarked values, even when present in the featural description of a construction. For example, in Ukrainian verb annotations, V;PAST;PL would be considered marked for tense and number, while V;PST;SG would be considered unmarked for both; both verbs would be unmarked for voice and mood since these are

\(^{11}\)While some languages have been argued to mark for nominative case with accusative being unmarked (König 2006) no such language is present in our study.
not in the featural descriptions. For the category of gender, we simply consider nouns not to be marked, as their gender is typically not a morphological process but a lexical property.

Figure 3 displays the probability that a construction marking for one of these inflection types will be classified as derivation by our best-performing model. As can be seen in the figure, our model does not classify any of these major kinds of inflection as *more derivational than inflectional*; each is substantially more likely to be classified as inflection than derivation. This finding is perhaps unsurprising given our model’s cross-linguistic test set classification accuracy of 90% – it classifies 92% of inflections correctly in general. Accordingly, classifying just 15-20% of constructions belonging to a particular inflectional category as derivations has the potential to be significant.

In order to answer the question “Are constructions which mark for this inflection type significantly more likely to be classified as derivational than others?”, we compute the odds ratio. We focus on the best performing MLP model (using all 4 features) in these results, which are presented in Figure 3 with 95% confidence intervals. Constructions with an odds ratio significantly greater than 1, while not more
likely to be classified as derivation than inflection, can nevertheless be thought of as particularly non-canonical types of inflection under our model, while those with odds ratios significantly below 1 are canonical with respect to our model.

We apply the Boschloo exact test (Boschloo 1970) to the results and correct for multiple comparisons with the Bonferroni correction, which yields a significance level of $0.05/7 = 0.007$. We find the odds ratios for gender ($p = 1 \times 10^{-7}$), tense ($p = 3 \times 10^{-7}$), and mood ($p = 1 \times 10^{-7}$) significant. This identifies gender, mood, and tense as particularly canonical inflectional distinctions under our model – all of which are well in line with the claims of Haspelmath and others.

While we do not identify any inflectional meaning categories which are significantly more likely to be classified as derivations than the average inflections, the categories of passive voice ($p = 0.03$) and comparatives ($p = 0.08$) each have 95% confidence intervals which are almost exclusively larger than 1. Each of these categories has been discussed as less canonical kinds of inflection, with comparatives even occasionally being listed as derivations within UniMorph.\(^{12}\) As these are the two least common categories in our sample (consisting of just 57 comparative constructions and 41 passives), it may be that these effects would be significant with a larger sample; alternatively, their relatively high likelihood of being classified as derivation could be an artefact of their rarity in our sample.

### 7.2 Inherent vs. contextual inflection and transpositions

While we do not find any categories of inflectional meaning as non-canonical under our model, we also consider two other major categories of inflection that have been discussed in the linguistic literature as potentially non-canonical: inherent inflection and transpositions, for which results are displayed in Figure 4.

First, we consider Booij (1996)’s notion of inherent and contextual inflection. Booij describes contextual inflection as canonical: it is determined by the syntactic context in which a word appears and indicates agreement (e.g., plural marking on a verb, which is controlled

\(^{12}\) For example, they are listed as derivations in English, but as inflections in German.
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Inherent inf. (nouns)
Inherent inf. (verbs)
Transpositions

Figure 4: Probability and Odds ratio with 95% confidence intervals of being classified as derivation for inherent inflections and transpositions

by its subject). In contrast, inherent inflection is non-canonical: it contributes to the meaning of the word itself (e.g. the plural noun). To operationalise this in a simple, cross-linguistically consistent way, we associate number, gender, and case with nouns – meaning that when those features appear on other parts of speech, we consider them contextual inflections. Analogously, we associate mood, tense, and voice with verbs. We then may consider whether an inflection is inherent or not, where we define inherency as not marking any contextual features. As shown in Figure 4, we find that inherent inflectional constructions are not more likely to be classified as derivation than inflection; however, they are significantly more likely to be classified as derivation compared to other types of inflections, as quantified by the odds ratio \( p = 6 \times 10^{-9} \). Interestingly, though, we find this to be almost entirely due to nominal inherent inflection \( p = 2 \times 10^{-8} \), rather than verbal inherent inflection \( p = 0.7 \). We see this exemplified in Figure 5, which shows that inherent case is significantly associated with being classified as derivation \( p = 1 \times 10^{-5} \), while contextual case \( p = 0.003 \) and contextual number \( p = 0.0008 \) are significantly associated with being classified as inflection.

Finally, we consider inflectional transpositions, denoted in UniMorph as participles (deverbal adjectives), converbs (deverbal ad-

\[ 13 \] Booij (1996) makes the distinction between structural and semantic case, with the former being contextual inflection and the latter inherent. However, due to the complexity in drawing a line between these categories, we treat all case marking on nouns as inherent.
verbs), and masdars (deverbal nouns), shown in Figure 4. Transpositions have often been argued to be non-canonical inflection or even derivation because transpositions change the part of speech (Spencer 2013; Plank 1994; Haspelmath 2024). We here find under our model that transpositions appear neither significantly more or less likely to be classified as derivations than inflections by our model – neither particularly canonical or non-canonical. This may be due to the non-contextual nature of our embedding model: many inflectional transpositions are syncretic with a non-transpositional form, and our model must assign these the same location in embedding space. Thus, our null result here should not be taken as strong evidence against considering transpositions as non-canonical.

7.3 Summary

In this section, we have investigated different kinds of inflectional constructions discussed in the linguistics literature to see whether any of these are particularly canonical or non-canonical under our model. That is, we looked at whether our model is more (or less) likely to correctly classify these constructions as inflectional, relative to the average inflectional construction.

We identify mood, tense, and gender as canonical inflections under our model, but we do not find any categories of inflectional meaning which are significantly non-canonical in our sample. We find that inherent inflections are significantly more likely to be classified as
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derivations, in line with Booij (1996)'s view of them as non-canonical inflection. Interestingly, we find this is driven by inherent nominal inflections rather than inherent verbal inflections. Finally, we investigate transpositions (typically thought of as non-canonical inflection), finding no evidence that they are either canonical or non-canonical under our model.

DISCUSSION

8.1 The role of our individual measures

As shown in Section 6, all four of our measures can be used to achieve better discrimination between traditional concepts of inflection and derivation; however, not every feature plays an equally large role. In this section, we discuss the roles played by each of our features and their connection to linguistic theory.

Among our four measures, our results point to variability of the change in distributional embedding $V_{Embed}$ being the most relevant to traditional categorisations of inflection and derivation. This is in line with the findings of Bonami and Paperno (2018) and Copot et al. (2022) in French, who focus on similar measures as a proxy for semantic drift, as part of a theory where traditional concepts of inflection and derivation reflect higher or lower paradigmatic predictability. Indeed, it is possible that this measure could be (roughly) equivalent to Copot et al. (2022)'s predictability of frequency, as it is motivated from a similar theoretical basis. On the other hand, our measure is much simpler to define and compute: attempting to produce a measure of predictability immediately raises complex issues around on what basis such predictions should be made, complicating the interpretation of results.

In addition, we find a clear and complementary influence of the variability of the change in form, $V_{Form}$: adding this feature to our model produces a large increase in performance, even when $V_{Embed}$ is already included. This measure (described in Section 3.1) can be thought of as a weighted measure of allomorphy, capturing not just
the number of distinct patterns, but also their similarity. Our results point to a much higher degree of formal variability/allomorphy for inflections than derivations across a wide range of languages, contrary to the predictions of Plank (1994) and Dressler (1989). Although work on French has suggested little difference in the predictability of form for derivational and inflectional constructions (Bonami and Strnadová 2019), we clearly find within our sample of languages evidence that the actual degree of variation is very different.

Superficially, this finding could appear to be caused by the fact that derivational allomorphs are sometimes not collapsed in UniMorph data (e.g., –heit and –keit being listed as different morphemes in German). However, when we looked into this issue, we found that most derivations had 0–1 such uncollapsed allomorphs. Combining two allomorphs in this way would add at most half the edit distance between the morphs to our measure. In most cases, the edit distance between these allomorphs is 1–2, adding just 0.5–1.0 to the value of $V_{\text{Form}}$. This is much less than the difference between the means of the two categories in this feature, suggesting that failure to collapse allomorphs is not the primary source of this finding. Returning to the example of –heit and –keit within German, we find –heit has $V_{\text{Form}}$ of 1.53 and –keit has $V_{\text{Form}}$ of 1.25. The two morphemes occur 27% and 73% of the time respectively. When combined, they have a $V_{\text{Form}}$ of 2.43—still well within the derivational range.

Similarly, one might object that not only such straightforwardly-conditioned allomorphs must be accounted for, but also more idiosyncratic variants that express the same meanings. For example, in French, such formally distinct forms as -age, -ance, and -ure could be argued to be allomorphs of a single action-noun forming morpheme. Copot et al. (2022) handle this by grouping morphemes with similar semantics, by computing average difference vectors in embedding space between base and constructed form for each morpheme, and agglomeratively clustering morphemes with difference vectors with cosine similarity over 0.7. We find such clustering of our data does not sufficiently align with semantic categories of morphemes across our full range of languages to reformat our analysis around it. However, even when clustering derivations with this threshold of similarity, we still find a much lower degree of formal variability for derivations than inflections. On average across languages, 38% of derivational
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Constructions cluster with nothing else at all, without increasing variability. The average cluster contains just 1.8 morphemes, with inflectional morphemes, which are not clustered in this way, exhibiting still 208% more allomorphs on average than derivational clusters.

Future studies should explore the relevance of the variability of form further, to see if it is robust to different languages, and focus directly on the validity of this measure. However, we note that our best performing model without this feature, the MLP with the features \((M_{\text{Form}}, M_{\text{Embed}}, V_{\text{Embed}})\) achieves a classification accuracy of 81 ± 1%, which is still 23 points above predicting the majority class.

Finally, our results show smaller influence of the magnitude measures \(M_{\text{Form}}\) and \(M_{\text{Embed}}\). This finding seems to contrast with Spencer’s general claim that derivations are associated with larger changes to the properties of a lexeme, but it is not entirely contradictory. In particular, \(M_{\text{Embed}}\) still displays a fairly strong correlation with inflection and derivation on its own, and likely does not contribute as much to our models due to its substantial correlation (Pearson’s \(r: 0.86\)) with the more strongly predictive \(V_{\text{Embed}}\). In the case of \(M_{\text{Form}}\), we find little evidence here that derivations have a tendency to produce larger changes to the form; however, this may be in part related to our need to remove constructions which are orthographically syncretic between the base form and constructed form (which are dominantly considered inflectional in our sample of languages). The length of the change in form does seem to play a small role as a part of a composite set of factors based on its use in our best-performing MLP model.

As noted in Section 3.2, our use of FastText somewhat complicates the interpretation of the role of the distributional measures, in the sense that embeddings based on sub-words may capture some formal similarity between words as well as semantic and syntactic similarity. However, we note that if the embeddings do capture formal similarity, at least some of this information must be complementary to that captured by our form-based measures, since including both types of features yields a better classifier than either alone. We also performed some supplementary experiments with Word2Vec embeddings to check that distributional features without sub-word informa-
While overall performance of the classifier was lower (likely due to overall worse quality of the embeddings, for the reasons described in Section 3.2), we still found a non-trivial contribution from the distributional features. So, while we can say that both formal and distributional properties are associated with the inflection-derivation distinction, further work is needed to clearly distinguish semantic, syntactic, and formal properties.

8.2 Language generality

An important aspect of our model is its language-generality. A major limitation of existing computational studies of the inflection-derivation distinction (Copot et al. 2022; Rosa and Žabokrtský 2019; Bonami and Paperno 2018) is their focus on single European languages. In particular, Haspelmath (2024) argues that many properties of inflection and derivation are not proven to apply in a consistent way across languages (especially non-European and non-Indo-European languages). Our model achieves high accuracy across languages, while using no language-specific features. As such, it suggests that across the languages in our sample, inflection and derivation show cross-linguistically similar distributional properties.

Given the large number of European languages in our sample, this result clearly suggests that, at least in the Indo-European family, inflection and derivation are associated with distinct signatures in terms of both their distribution and their form (at least, as expressed in orthography). While evidence for such claims has been provided in specific languages by Copot et al. (2022), Bonami and Paperno (2018), and Rosa and Žabokrtský (2019), many large sub-families within the Indo-European language family had previously been untouched by this literature. Our study includes several Germanic languages with distinctive morphological traits, as well as Armenian, Latvian, Irish, and Greek, covering many smaller European branches of the Indo-European family. We also expand the evidence for consistency in the

---

14 For more details about these experiments, see the supplementary material at https://osf.io/uztgy/.
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application of the terms “inflection” and “derivation” within the Romance and Slavic language families. This broad coverage overall provides quantitative evidence for the cross-linguistically consistent application of the inflection–derivation distinction within the languages of Europe – not only in terms of the morpho-syntactic traits of these constructions, as framed by Haspelmath (2024), but also in terms of corpus-based measures which are a proxy for the linguistic intuitions and subjective tests Haspelmath argues should be abandoned.

In addition to this robust evidence that these properties can discriminate inflection and derivation within Indo-European languages, we also show evidence of a degree of applicability to a wider range of languages. On this subset of languages, our best MLP classifier averages 82% accuracy on the test set, lower than for the Indo-European languages (average 91% accuracy). While this is still well above the majority class baseline (74% accuracy on this subset), it suggests that the application of the inflection–derivation distinction to non-Indo-European languages may indeed be less consistent, as suggested by Haspelmath. Of particular note are the results for Turkish. Turkish is a highly agglutinative language with, according to traditional descriptions, an exceptionally rich inflectional system – reflected by an extremely large number of inflectional constructions and relatively small number of derivations in our dataset. Our classifier over-uses the label derivation for this language – classifying all derivations correctly, but also classifying many inflections as derivations. This suggests a mis-alignment between the orthographic and distributional tendencies observed in European languages, and the way linguists typically operationalise inflection and derivation in this language. On a theoretical level, then, our results are therefore compatible with either a view where we should think of some of these so-called inflections in Turkish as more derivational, or a view where these corpus-based measures are less accurate indicators of what “should” be considered inflection for Turkish.

Due to the relatively small number of non-Indo-European languages and constructions from these languages we are able to consider in the present work, we are unable to draw definitive general conclusions about cross-linguistic consistency in our measures with languages outside Europe. Our results here seem to point to an intermediate view where these corpus-quantifiable correlates of inflection
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and derivation are less reliable descriptors of the way the distinction is made outside of Indo-European languages but still explain substantial amounts of the distinction.

8.3 The classification approach

Another key differentiating aspect of our work from previous computational studies is our focus on classification of constructions. This method allows us to quantify how much of the inflection–derivation distinction, as operationalised across a wide range of languages, can be explained by our simple set of corpus-based correlates. Our focus on a wide range of languages necessitates the use of a quantitative method such as classification, and contrasts with the single-language studies of Bonami and Paperno (2018) or Copot et al. (2022), who focus more on discussing individual constructions.

Further, our goal of looking at whether multiple features produces a more clear-cut and less gradient view of inflection compared to the single correlates examined by Bonami and Paperno (2018) or Copot et al. (2022) prevents us from simply doing a statistical test of correlation between a feature and inflection/derivation. While we avoid this by training a classification model, Rosa and Žabokrtský (2019) solve this problem by using clustering. We believe doing so conflates two questions about the measures under consideration. First is the question of how consistent linguists’ categorisations are in terms of the measures. Secondly, there is the question of how natural the traditional categories of inflection and derivation appear with respect to these measures. This first question is a lower bar than the latter: it may be possible to use these measures to determine inflectional or derivational status, regardless of whether they form natural clusters in the feature space.

Nevertheless, a finding of consistency without naturalness is still interesting, given that decisions about what to consider inflection and derivation were made without access to these measures. For example, consistency with respect to these measures could make them a successful “retro-definition” in the terms of Haspelmath (2024). The clustering approach may also fail to identify a distinction where inflection and derivation are predominately located in only slightly overlapping
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regions of the feature space but do not necessarily form natural clusters.\textsuperscript{15} It is this question of consistency which we primarily consider in this paper, leading us to eschew the unsupervised clustering approach for supervised classification.

Another advantage of our focus on classification is that it naturally lends itself to testing the generalisability of our claims: by holding out a random subset of our constructions for testing data and computing accuracy on that set, we confirm that our results do not over-fit to the constructions in the training set.

\textit{Inflection and derivation: gradient or categorical?} 8.4

Whether the inflection–derivation distinction is principally a gradient or categorical phenomenon is a longstanding debate within linguistic theory with potentially wide-ranging implications about the nature of linguistic representations. Many theories of morphological grammatical organisation, production, and processing implicitly or explicitly employ the “split morphology hypothesis,” which holds that inflection and derivation are separated in the grammar (Perlmutter 1988; Anderson 1982). Those who propose such separate structures rely on both the distinction between inflection and derivation being discrete and the specifics of that distinction – i.e., what morphological constructions in what languages are considered either inflectional or derivational.

On the other hand, a growing body of linguistic theory rejects a hard distinction (e.g., Bybee 1985; Spencer 2013; Dressler 1989; Štekauer 2015; Corbett 2010; Bauer 2004). In its place, they often treat inflection and derivation as a gradient, perhaps emergent out of deeper phenomena. This view has been borne out in the computational work of Bonami and Paperno (2018) and Copot \textit{et al}. (2022) who find clear continuous gradience with respect to their metrics and the categories of inflection and derivation.

While, as discussed in 8.3, we focus primarily on the consistency of traditional categories of inflection and derivation, in this section

\textsuperscript{15} As described in Section 8.4 and shown in Figure 6, it is this situation in which we find ourselves.
we briefly investigate whether, under our measures, the distinction between inflection and derivation appears more *gradient* or more *categorical*. If the former is the case, we expect a relatively even distribution of constructions in feature space, which (perhaps gradually) transition from being traditionally classified as inflection to being traditionally classified as derivation. In the categorical case, however, we expect *clusters* within feature space with relatively few constructions lying in intermediate ambiguous regions.

We focus on four measures in this study, so we are unable to directly visualise in the feature space. While we applied principal component analysis to produce a two-dimensional representation of our full feature space, the principle components did not pattern into inflectional and derivational regions. This is certainly evidence against *naturalness* of the traditional distinction with respect to our measures. However, we may also look at our two most strongly predictive measures, as shown in Figure 6. Recall that a logistic classifier using only these features was able to correctly classify 83 ± 1% of constructions. Our results with our measures are here consistent with the existing findings of a gradient, rather than categorical, distinction between inflection and derivation with respect to traditional linguistic tests/measures which operationalise them – we observe a spread of constructions in the two-dimensional feature space with a smooth transition between regions containing almost exclusively inflections and regions containing almost exclusively derivations.
In this work, we have focused on identifying cross-linguistically applicable corpus-based measures, which have a consistent relationship with the traditional concepts of inflection and derivation. While we have primarily motivated the use of these corpus-based measures in terms of quantifying how consistently these categories are applied across languages or making concrete subjective linguistic tests, the fact that they are built purely from the statistics of natural language corpora allows us to consider another important question: is the inflection-derivation distinction something which is present in the statistics of language itself?

If the retro-definition given by Haspelmath (2024) is the right one, for instance, the answer to this question would superficially appear to be no. Haspelmath casts the distinction in terms of morphosyntactic feature values, which themselves refer in many cases to the meaning expressed by a morphological exponent. If the specific meaning expressed by a morphological relation is necessary to distinguish which relations are inflectional in nature and which are derivational, then the typical inflection–derivation distinction requires grounding the meanings of sentences to solve – for example, no amount of raw text input in a language can tell you whether the relationship between two words is “agentive” or “plural.”

The answer to this question has implications within psycholinguistics as well as computational linguistics. Psycholinguistics provides some empirical evidence that inflection and derivation are processed differently (Laudanna et al. 1992; Kirkici and Clahsen 2013), which seems to imply learners have some implicit ability to categorise constructions into inflection and derivation. How might a learner learn what processing to apply to a given morphological construction in this case? A substantial body of literature indicates that humans can and do perform purely statistical learning within language acquisition (Swingley 2005; Saffran et al. 1996; Thiessen et al. 2013; Thompson and Newport 2007; Thiessen and Saffran 2003). Without using or even having access to the references of sentences in some cases, learners uncover important aspects of the structure of language. Our results therefore suggest the possibility that statistical learning may
play a role in learning to process canonical inflection differently from canonical derivation.

This is also relevant for the validity of several constructs within natural language processing. For example, the paradigm clustering task from SIGMORPHON 2021 (Wiemerslage et al. 2021), which requires identifying inflectional paradigms from raw text, can only be solved if inflections and derivations can be distinguished from the statistics of such a corpus. Otherwise, derivational relations would be outputted by even the best possible system. Similarly, the task of unsupervised lemmatisation (Kasthuri et al. 2017; Rosa and Zabokrtský 2019) also relies on the distinction between inflection and derivation being evident within a text corpus. Our results point to these types of construct being largely valid for Indo-European languages given the high degree of discriminability between the categories, but our slightly lower results for non-Indo-European languages suggests the need for further investigation into the validity of such constructs for typologically-distant languages to those considered here.

8.6 Future work

We believe our study presents a number of interesting avenues for expansion. One such possibility is the extension of the present work to a larger and more diverse sample of languages. In this work, we have taken advantage of the recently produced UniMorph 4.0 dataset to validate claims based on individual languages that corpus-based measures can capture traditional notions of inflection and derivation, and quantify how many intermediate constructions exist under such measures, but our results mostly bear on languages of Europe belonging to the Indo-European language family. While this still represents a substantial advancement in knowledge, and we do find some evidence that our results are applicable to non-Indo-European languages (as described in Section 8.2), the evidence presented here cannot yet fully refute Haspelmath (2024)'s claim that inflection and derivation are much less applicable to languages outside Europe. Relatively few (590) of the constructions in our data belong to non-Indo-European languages, with even fewer (201) coming from languages spoken outside Europe, and no representation of languages from outside Eurasia. As argued by Dryer (1989), typological claims must be made not
just with normalisation with respect to language families or small geographical areas, but even large geographical areas – which is not possible with available data. In order to properly understand to what degree the concepts of inflection and derivation map onto language generally, there is a critical need for the expansion of resources like UniMorph 4.0 and Universal Derivations (Kyjánek et al. 2020) to cover a larger and more representative set of languages. While UniMorph increasingly covers the inflectional morphology of a wide range of languages throughout the world, having added 65 languages from 9 non-European language families in the 4.0 release alone, no unified derivational resource covers a large number of non-European languages. The harmonisation and integration of resources like derivational networks such as Hebrewnette (Laks and Namer 2022) and finite-state morphological transducers which cover derivation such as Arppe et al. (2014-2019), Larasati et al. (2011), Strunk (2020), or Vilca et al. (2012) into multilingual resources is essential to answering truly general typological questions with these resources in the future.

Another limitation of this study that future work could address is indeed our use of the UniMorph 4.0 dataset. While UniMorph 4.0 provides the largest-scale multilingual dataset of inflection and derivation presently available, it is limited by factors related to its semi-automated construction, which may affect the way allomorphy is represented (as discussed in Section 8.1), or other as-of-yet undiscovered systematic biases.\(^\text{16}\)

Additionally, we have limited ourselves to a small set of measures here. Future work could seek to improve these measures, or look at other or additional measures. Many previously suggested properties of these categories, such as affix ordering, have directly observable effects on the statistics of text. Future works could test corpus-based measures of distance from the stem or limitedness of applicability, for

\(^{16}\) See Malouf et al. (2020) for a discussion of potential pitfalls of the UniMorph dataset for typological research. UniMorph represents not exactly a consensus of highly-trained linguists, but rather largely of the amateur lexicographers that make up the Wiktionary community. Accordingly, as more large-scale multilingual datasets are available, future work should investigate the degree to which these findings are robust to the method of data collection as well as the source of the data.
example. Particularly interesting, we believe, would be the investigation of a syntactic distance and variability component, drawing on works such as He et al. (2018) and Ravfogel et al. (2020) – though there are significant challenges to operationalising these embeddings in a multilingual, low-resource domain.

There is also room for refinement of our measures and classification techniques. For example, extension to many other languages would likely require a re-assessment of our use of orthography as a proxy for linguistic form. The assumption that orthography is a reasonable proxy for form is not accurate in many languages – however, at present UniMorph does not include phonological transcriptions, and automated grapheme-to-phoneme conversion across a broad range of languages is the subject of very active research (Ashby et al. 2021). These difficulties would need to be overcome in order to use phonological transcriptions. Future work should also investigate to what degree our variability of embedding measure is equivalent to or complementary to Copot et al. (2022)'s predictability of frequency measure, as both are motivated from semantic drift due to a change in lexical index. Similarly, future work could clarify the contribution of distributional semantics by using a model such as Word2Vec or GloVe, or newer models of distributional semantics, such as XLM-R (Conneau et al. 2020) – though in the latter case they would have to overcome the difficulties of multilingual decontextualisation as described in Section 3.2. Further, as we use only two simple classification techniques (logistic regression and an MLP), it is possible that further hyperparameter tuning or use of other techniques, such as random forests or gradient boosting, could improve on classification accuracy.

CONCLUSION

In this work, we have presented the first multilingual computational study of the inflection–derivation distinction. In Section 3 we define a small set of measures capturing the hypothesised tendency of derivation to produce bigger and more variable changes to the base form in terms of form, syntax, and semantics. We then systematically study the relationship between these measures and traditional categorisations of
Corpus measures discriminate inflection and derivation, which we derive from the UniMorph 4.0 dataset. In Section 5, we show that these measures each correlate, in some cases strongly, with whether a construction is listed as inflectional or derivational in UniMorph 4.0. We show evidence that these correlations are not due to systematic differences in the frequency of inflectional and derivational constructions. In Section 6, we show that both logistic regression and multi-layer perceptron classifiers which use these measures as inputs can be trained to reconstruct most of the UniMorph inflection–derivation distinction, with the logistic classifier achieving a classification accuracy of 83 ± 1% and the MLP achieving a classification accuracy of 89 ± 1%, improving by 26 and 32 points over predicting the majority class, respectively. We identify the variability of the change in distributional embedding space $V_{Embed}$ and the variability of the change of form $V_{Form}$ as particularly strong correlates of the distinction, together able to classify 83 ± 1% of constructions as they are classified in UniMorph.

Overall, these results show that much of the categories of inflection and derivation as used in UniMorph can be accounted for by corpus-based measures which make concrete the subjective tests suggested by linguists. In so doing, we have also validated in a larger, multilingual context the core findings of Bonami and Paperno (2018) and Rosa and Žabokrtský (2019), finding that these properties hold across 26 languages (21 Indo-European and 5 others), with a model that uses no language-specific features. These well-defined, empirical measures avoid the often-discussed subjectivity and vagueness of existing criteria (Haspelmath 2024; Plank 1994; Bybee 1985), and enable us to produce the first large-scale quantification of how consistently the categories of inflection and derivation are applied, and validate that these measures can generalise to unseen constructions.

With these measures, we are also able to identify in a quantitative way how canonical different categories of inflections are (Section 7) in terms of properties of their form and distribution. We determine, that, as suggested by Booij (1996), inherent inflection is a non-canonical inflectional category under our model: inflectional constructions which are purely inherent are significantly more likely to be classified as derivations than other inflections under our model. We find in our sample this seems to be particularly due to nominal inherent inflections, like case and number. We find no traditional cat-
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egories of inflectional meaning significantly non-canonical, providing some validation accounts of inflection which are structured around these categories like Haspelmath (2024) or Sylak-Glassman (2016), though we find weak evidence that voice and comparatives could be such categories.

Finally, we note that while there is a high degree of consistency in the use of the terms inflection and derivation in terms of our measures and combining multiple measures reduces the amount of overlap between inflectional and derivational constructions, we still find many constructions near the model's decision boundary between the two categories, indicating a gradient, rather than categorical, distinction (Section 8.4). This gradient region is relatively small, as suggested by our high accuracies, but does not suggest inflection and derivation as categories naturally emerging from our measures.
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